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Students Interviewed
Hello LHPS, In the Latest news the Athletics Track Carnival
�nally went ahead. It was a very fun day for everyone and a
special shoutout to all the teachers who helped set up and
plan the carnival. There were a lot of people there with the
races being very full. The races were 100m, 200m, 800m,
1500m and long jump. Here are some pictures of the day of
the carnival.



Other News

In other news the Book Fair has arrived at our school.
Students may now purchase a book or two for them to read.
But hurry you don’t want your favorite book to run out so
buy quickly! In other news Archie’s Advocate is going to be
getting an interview this term! It is very important for my
newspaper business to represent our school. But it is also very



exciting because I now get to be interviewed this time. I will
be sure to tell you guys all about it in an advocate this term.

SPECIAL NEWS!

The time has come again for another interview but this time
with students! The three questions that they will be asked are
Q1 How do you feel at LHPS, Q2 What is the one thing you
would change about our school and Q3 How is your favorite
teacher. First up Hunter from 3M. He said Great, More
sports equipment and Miss Richardson. Next Freya she said
Good, Ballina Waterslides and Mrs Roberts and Mr Gisen.
Lastly Harry said Amazing, Better chairs and Miss Noland.

Story

“Where are we?” said Bethany “Yeah” said Estella. “ We are
100 years into the past and here we see people being forced to
work and build a city,'' said Katniss but this is not why we're
here, come this way”. Katniss led them to a gigantic waterfall
on a mountain side. The water was so clean and crystal like
you could see yourself so well it was like you were looking



into a mirror. “Katniss, why are we here?” asked Estella
“because this is where the missing items are” replied Katniss.
She led them into the waterfall and they were the Sta� of
Legacy and the 2 other gems were right there but something
was missing. “Oh no” said Katniss “What is it?” said Bethany
“the box with the multiverse is missing” replied Katniss.

What will happen next? Find out in the next weekly
advocate!

The Theme for this week’s word search is LHPS Teachers




